Personalize your plastic strapping. Dynaric’s high quality plastic strapping can be custom printed with your company logo, name, information or message. Printed strapping is an economical way to identify special products, display company logo and information or even for product security and more.
An economical, easy to use strapping machine designed to run 1/4”– 5/8” strapping. Equipped with externally adjustable strap feed and electronic tension control, the DF30V is the perfect machine for securing and unitizing outgoing shipments of various sizes. Offering added safety for the operator the DF30V has been redesigned with rounded corners, as well as an audible cycle alert safety signal. An "ACASS" is given when the strap has been inserted into the sealing mechanism prior to tensioning.

At A Glance

• Utilizes a direct drive dual motor system, eliminating the need for clutches and brakes
• Improved strap feed system eliminates slipping during tensioning even under the harshest conditions
• Suited to handle all office and industrial packaging applications
• New, state-of-the-art innovative design with rounded corners for personal protection
• Compact, lightweight assembly, for easy mobility throughout your facility
• Compact, low maintenance sealer head
• 5mm - 15mm strapping can be used
• Audible cycle alert safety signal (ACASS) system
• Cycle time capable of 25 - 30 straps per minute
• Strap feed and tension are externally controlled
• Minimal maintenance and lubrication required
• Easily accessible strap dispenser
• Dispenser braking system with no belts to wear or adjust
• Complete accessibility for maintenance
• Operates on 120V single-phase power
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